TITLE: ELECTRICIAN

DEFINITION: Under direct supervision, wires, installs, maintains, repairs, and tests electrical light and power apparatus and equipment and performs related work as required for wiring facilities for open and concealed power and light.

EXAMPLES OF DUTIES:

- Installs wires and equipment for outdoor temporary and permanent decorative installations;
- Makes electrical connections to apparatus and equipment;
- Installs, removes or repairs electrical equipment;
- Locates trouble and makes temporary emergency and permanent repairs to circuits and equipment;
- Installs, repairs and maintains street lighting systems, flood lighting systems, and traffic control equipment;
- Follows prescribed safety rules in the performance of necessarily hazardous tasks requiring good physical strength and agility, especially when making electrical installations and repair at considerable height from the ground;
- Performs other related duties as required.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:

A valid Long Beach Journeyman Electrician's Certificate or State of California Electrical Contractor's License, and one year journeyman-level experience; and a willingness to climb when performing overhead electrical work.

A valid motor vehicle operator's license.
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